When true colors are shown

Secrets of a corrupt government

Some images are graphic
Bush administration activités

- Sleep deprivation
- Water boarding or simulated drowning
- Other terrible acts
How the APA were involved

- Secretly coordinated with officials from the C.I.A.
- Conducted tests
- They wanted to please the D.O.D.
Dr. Jean Maria Arrigo

- http://www.democracynow.org/2015/7/13/psychologists_collaborated_with_cia_pentagon_on
Always deny

- Rhea Faberman: Spokeswoman for the American Psychological Association.
- “There has never been any coordination between the APA and Bush administration.”
How did they justify the torture?

- Legal and ethical justification
- Interrogations being monitored and carried out by health professionals.
What’s the resolution?

- David Hoffman
- APA released a press statement in response to David Hoffman’s independent review
- Steven Behnke
Thoughts?

- What do you all think of the enhanced interrogation program?
- Was having health professionals in the interrogation room justifiable?